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KEY POINTS: 

 Global risk-on sentiment driven by China’s alleged cease-fire 

 China hints at holding off on further retaliation for now… 

 …but markets may be getting carried away  

 The US trade deficit narrowed, but the trend remains unfavourable  

 German, Spanish inflation slips, furthering ECB stimulus expectations 

 US GDP revised a tick lower on exports, investment… 

 …but consumer spending was revised up… 

 …and underlying consumer finances are extremely robust… 

 …which downplays recession risk through 70% of the US economy 

 US pending home sales still on an upswing? 

 Don’t fully rule out another BoK surprise 

 US auctions 7s into a softer market today 

 Light Canadian macro releases  

 CDN bank earnings season ends in a draw 
 

INTERNATIONAL 

A risk-on bias across global markets is being driven by two considerations. One is 

that markets interpreted comments out of China as giving a Scout’s honour 

pledge not to retaliate against Trump’s tariff retaliation to China’s retaliation to 

Trump’s provocation. Phew. Anyway, I think markets have over-interpreted the 

remarks (see below). A second driver of the risk-on tone is that soft Eurozone 

inflation readings reinforce expectations for ECB stimulus (see below).  

 The USD is little changed on balance this morning. CAD, the A$ and NZ$ are 

all flat while sterling and the euro are very slightly weaker to the dollar along 

with the yen and some scandies (like the krone on soft GDP, see below). 

 Oil prices are mixed with WTI up 30 cents and Brent down a quarter while 

gold is flat.  

 Sovereign bond yields are mixed but outside of Italy there are no huge 

moves. Italy’s 10 year yield is down 10bps and below 1% (0.94%) which is a 

new low that even undershoots the depths hit during the Eurozone debt 

crisis. The yield has plunged from 3.68% in October of last year to under 1% 

now.  
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Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest

CA 08/29 08:30 Current Account (C$ bn a.r.) 2Q -- -9.7 -6.4

US 08/29 08:30 GDP (q/q a.r.) 2Q S 2.1 2.0 2.0

US 08/29 08:30 GDP Deflator (q/q a.r.) 2Q S -- 2.4 2.4

US 08/29 08:30 Initial Jobless Claims (000s) Aug 24 215 214.0 215.0

US 08/29 08:30 Continuing Claims (000s) Aug 17 1700 1686 1698.0

US 08/29 08:30 Wholesale Inventories (m/m) Jul P -- 0.2 0.0

US 08/29 10:00 Pending Home Sales (m/m) Jul -- 0.0 2.8
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 US equity futures are up by about 1% on balance across the exchanges with TSX futures up by just under ¾%. European 

cash markets are up by about 1% on average. The China headlines hit the wires after Asian markets had shut and so the soft 

overnight performance will probably give way to a rally in Asian cash markets tonight. 

Eurozone inflation is under further downward pressure. On an EU-harmonized basis, German inflation fell to 1.0% y/y last 

month (1.1% prior, 1.2% consensus) and Spanish inflation fell back to 0.4% y/y (0.6% prior). Ahead of the ECB meeting on 

September 12th, further inflation downside intensifies stimulus bets. 

French consumer spending rebounded in July and posted the third rise in the past four months. The 0.4% m/m increase 

was in line with expectations, although the prior month’s dip was revised a tick lower to -0.2%. In nominal terms, this translates into 

very early tracking for Q3 consumption growth of 1.6% at a seasonally adjusted and annualized rate which is an improvement from 

the ½% drop in Q2 over Q1. In year-ago terms, however, spending is flat (+0.1%). On net, call it tepid evidence of improvement at 

the margin. 

French GDP growth for Q2 was revised up a tick to 0.3% q/q at a seasonally adjusted but non-annualized rate. Consumer 

spending was up 0.2%, government spending was up 0.4%, investment increased by 0.9%, exports were flat and imports fell by 

0.2%.  

Norway’s economy didn’t experience much of a rebound in Q2. Inflation-adjusted growth was 0.3% q/q (0.5% consensus) 

after Q1 was revised up a tick to zero growth. Exports fell 0.3% and energy related activity fell 2.3% while investment was up 

2.8%, government spending was up by 1% and a mild 0.3% rise in consumer spending occurred. 

The Bank of Korea will probably hold its policy rate tonight (9pmET), but a minority of forecasters expect another cut 

given the further deterioration in trade and markets since their surprise cut on July 18th. I wouldn’t rule out the chance that the 

minority gets it right after only 10 out of 25 forecasters anticipated the July cut.  

I think global markets are over-interpreting the comments made by a Chinese Ministry of Commerce spokesperson 

overnight. All that was said was the following: 

“China has ample means for retaliation, but thinks the question that should be discussed now is about removing the new 

tariffs to prevent escalation of the trade war. China is lodging solemn representations with the U.S. on the matter. 

Escalation of the trade war won’t benefit China, nor the U.S., nor the world. The most important thing is to create the 

necessary conditions for continuing negotiations.” 

Nothing in what China said indicates that a deal is any more likely as a spokesperson for China’s Ministry of Commerce only 

stated they would like to see existing tariffs removed. The chances of that happening are slim to none, given the US negotiates in 

bad faith by demanding that tariffs remain in place in the wake of any deal during an enforcement and compliance tracking phase. 

Canada and Mexico have seen this movie before. Now if the US goes ahead with the September 1st tariffs—which they’ve 

confirmed—and also the October 1st tariff hike and the mid-December tariffs and refuses to pledge to drop tariffs in a 

trade deal, who thinks China is still going to hold off further retaliation? 

UNITED STATES 

A sprinkling of relatively minor macro releases and being digested by US markets today.  

The US revised Q2 GDP growth to 2.0% from 2.1%. The underlying drivers traded off a better consumer that contributed 

3.1 percentage points to GDP growth from the initial 2.9% estimate against slightly weaker investment, export and inventory 

contributions. So the consumer remains firmly in the driver's seat. That said, at least some of the Q2 consumption strength was a 

transitory burst of pent-up demand from the first quarter when consumption added only 0.8 points to GDP growth. 

Nevertheless, the underlying fundamentals backing consumption remain spectacular including record low debt payments as a 

share of incomes (chart 1), a personal saving rate that is about four times higher at 8.1% than it was before the GFC when nobody 

was really saving (chart 2), personal income growth of about 5% y/y, solid jobs and a “misery” index that combines the 

unemployment and inflation rates that is sitting at multi-decade lows. Consumers’ take home pay is also getting the backing of 
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automatic stabilizers like lower bond yields, mortgage rates and gasoline prices. In 

this environment, I'd expect something 2-ish to be the trend for consumption growth 

with recession risk quite possibly overstated in the bond market. When has a 

recession occurred when 70% of the US economy is marked by such excellent 

drivers of finances? It would take a much more serious hit to trade, markets and 

confidence—that itself remains high—than what we've seen thus far to drive a 

recession call.  

Furthermore, there are reasons to discount some of the sovereign curve's 

signals. The Fed's shift to adding about US$1T to Treasury purchases over the 

next five years with the March and July FOMC SOMA changes compared to prior run-

off plans has been one factor flattening/inverting the curve. Abstaining from net debt 

issuance for five months since the debt ceiling was reinstated on March 1st was a 

positive supply shock to the curve, but the lifting of the ceiling in early August is 

driving public debt outstanding sharply higher again as net issuance catches up. The 

US curve is also importing external CB influences. Further, the corporate credit curve 

isn't inverted across maturities and ratings (chart 3). Removing reward to term 

extension isn't occurring in that more critical measure of lending appetite. 

US pending home sales might suffer some payback this morning (10amET) after a 

large 2.8% rise in June that followed a 1.1% gain the prior month. That said, the trend 

is favourable in response to the sharp drop in mortgage rates since last November 

(chart 4). 

The first advance reading on the merchandise component of the US trade balance 

during July unexpectedly narrowed to US$72.3 billion ($74.2 billion prior). The 

reasons, however, were mixed. Exports were up 0.7% m/m but imports—that exceed 

exports, hence the deficit—fell by 0.4% m/m including a drop in imports of capital 

goods. 

In a bigger picture sense, chart 5 shows that the US trade deficit is likely to keep 

widening going forward given the lagging correlations between dollar movements and 

the balance. The broad dollar is roughly tied with the heights that were reached at the 

peak of the dot-com era if not slightly stronger. To a blatantly protectionist President, 

that’s going to ignite ongoing rhetoric right through the election notwithstanding the 

fact that the US administration is pursuing strong dollar policies despite the rhetoric 

and notwithstanding the US administration’s total lack of understanding of the basic 

causes of the trade deficit. 

The US Treasury will auction 7s this afternoon (1pmET). Yesterday’s bid to cover 

ratios for the fiver and the 2 yr FRN auctions held up decently. Treasuries are 

cheapening somewhat this morning on the China headlines, however, and so the 

environment is a touch softer than yesterday. 

CANADA 

Canada’s Q3 bank earnings season was an even draw between beats and 

misses. TD Bank slightly disappointed expectations with adjusted EPS of 

C$1.79, a penny below the analyst consensus. For Q3, BNS, CIBC and National all 

beat expectations while RBC, BMO and TD missed. 

Macro data out of Canada is largely irrelevant this morning. It can be briefly 

summarized as follows: 
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 StatsCan's payrolls estimate fell by 10.7k but we're talking lagging June jobs data with August LFS jobs data for due out one 

week from Friday.  

 The current account deficit narrowed to -6.4 billion (-$16.6 billion prior) but the incremental information to markets was scant 

and hence CAD and rates shook it off. We already generally knew that the trade portion of the current account balance 

rebounded smartly in Q2 with monthly trade figures up to June and July figures due out next Wednesday. Whether that export 

rebound sticks or not is the issue and I think we'll see renewed trade weakness from Q3 onward. Recall the transitory Q2 

drivers: scaling back oil production cuts (but they've recently been extended to the end of 2021); unusually timed auto plant 

maintenance and the ensuing rebound; lumpy distortions in categories like gold and planes, etc. In all, fade the Q2 trade 

"miracle" in Canada partly because of transitory drivers and partly because, well, global trade in general is under assault by 

the Trump administration. 

Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing.  While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 1.52 1.50 1.61 1.40 1.38 1.50 1.50 1.48 1.61 1.98 1.97 2.11 Canada - BoC 1.75

CANADA 1.34 1.33 1.47 1.17 1.17 1.33 1.13 1.12 1.29 1.38 1.37 1.52

GERMANY -0.91 -0.88 -0.86 -0.91 -0.89 -0.86 -0.71 -0.71 -0.64 -0.20 -0.23 -0.10 US - Fed 2.25

JAPAN -0.31 -0.30 -0.30 -0.35 -0.34 -0.34 -0.29 -0.28 -0.24 0.14 0.16 0.20

U.K. 0.38 0.35 0.52 0.30 0.29 0.42 0.44 0.44 0.52 0.98 0.99 1.09 England - BoE 0.75

CANADA -18 -18 -15 -23 -21 -17 -37 -36 -33 -59 -60 -59 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -244 -238 -248 -231 -227 -236 -221 -220 -226 -217 -220 -221

JAPAN -183 -181 -191 -175 -172 -184 -179 -176 -185 -184 -181 -191 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -115 -115 -109 -109 -109 -108 -106 -104 -110 -99 -98 -102

Equities Mexico - Banxico 8.00

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX 0.5 -1.3 Australia - RBA 1.00

Dow 30 1.1 -3.3

S&P 500 1.2 -3.2 New Zealand - RBNZ 1.00

Nasdaq 1.5 -3.8

DAX 1.2 -4.6

FTSE 1.0 -6.5

Nikkei -0.1 -5.3 Canada - BoC Sep 04, 2019

Hang Seng 0.3 -8.5

CAC 1.5 -2.7 US - Fed Sep 18, 2019

Commodities

WTI Crude 0.9 -1.1 England - BoE Sep 19, 2019

Natural Gas 2.8 6.7

Gold -0.0 7.8 Euro zone - ECB Sep 12, 2019

Silver 3.6 11.7

CRB Index 0.3 -3.4 Japan - BoJ Sep 19, 2019

Currencies

USDCAD -0.1 1.0 Mexico - Banxico Sep 26, 2019

EURUSD -0.1 -0.7

USDJPY 0.3 -2.2 Australia - RBA Sep 03, 2019

AUDUSD 0.1 -2.3

GBPUSD -0.1 -0.2 New Zealand - RBNZ Sep 24, 2019

USDCHF 0.1 -0.9
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